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The word



The EGI framework

• Goal: Establishment of a sustainable e-Infrastructure at the level of

– National infrastructures sustained by national funds: 

National Grid Initiatives

– International research communities legally bind in EIROs (eg. 

CERN or EMBL) or ESFRI projects

• Assumption: each of these entities is able to support their own 

operations and their own users

• The level of coordination necessary to offer those resources to 

external collaborators will be provided by the European Grid 

Initiative-EGI



NGI, Ibergrid

NGI
National Grid Initiatives:

• Spain: ES-NGI
– within the Spanish e-Science Network

• Portugal: INGRID 

IBERGRID
An alliance of ES-NGI and INGRID 

That has turned out to be a successful step towards a 
stronger implication of the Iberian peninsula in the 
development of EGI…
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Grid Stakeholders

…
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EGI.eu European-level Grid Services



The role of Ibergrid in EGI

IBERGRID will operate inside EGI as a single entity

The Spanish and Portuguese NGIs have  joined forces to take an

active role in the global tasks of EGI

GLOBAL EGI TASKs UNDERTAKEN BY IBERGRID

•EGI Operations

– Middleware rollout will be coordinated from Ibergrid

– Accounting portal and operational developments related to accounting

•EGI Technology

– Middleware certification and validation will be taken care by Ibergrid

• Definition of requirements for the UMD

• Certification and validation process definition

•EGI Support to User Technical Service

– User Technical Services: tools available for user communities
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Interactive European Grid Final 

Review: Exploitation Actions
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Looking back…

Recommendation A1: To enable and support collaborative scientific discoveries 

across the wider research community in Europe, a sustainable Grid Infrastructure 

should be established with a long term perspective for the availability of Grid 

services and support, driven by the needs and requirements of the European 

research community, and supported by the National Grid Initiatives 

A-Towards a European e-infrastructure

B-Sustainability for e-Infrastructures

C-Bridging the gap between academia and industry



e-IRG recommendations and decisions
(Czech Presidency, 2009)

The e-IRG notes the importance of the steps undertaken by the EGI and PRACE 

initiatives to promote sustainability of the computing-related e-Infrastructure, such as 

the development of policies, business models and funding schemes for the new 

required structures. The e-IRG recommends that adequate levels of funding 

should be granted by the EC and Member States for the development of the new 
structures both on the national and European levels.

The e-IRG recommends that major e-Infrastructures initiatives such as EGI and 

PRACE cooperate closely in order to define complementary and interoperable 

environments for the benefit of European researchers. This environment should 
ensure that access to resources in Europe is granted through an open and 

transparent process, based on international standards and interoperable middleware.

The e-IRG recommends the funding of activities that help national user 

communities to cooperate with corresponding user communities in other 
countries, in order to foster the European research activities in using the e-

infrastructure.

Sustainability of the computing-related e-Infrastructure
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EGI Financial Model

• Long-term vision: 
– Management, funded through membership fees

– Operations, funded through usage charges

– Innovations, funded through co-funded grants (EC and others)

• Transition phase:
– Strong support from EC required to establish EGI model and to 

keep it at the leading edge of technology

– Usage fees will not be introduced

– EGI.eu Management, funded through membership fees 
(1M€/year)

– Operations + Innovations, funded through co-funded EC grant



Sustainability

Four Rules for a sustainable Grid in production 
(after W. Gentzsch Top 10 rules…)

Demonstrate specific benefits
• To user communities

• To infrastructure providers

• To decision makers!

Transparency and Simplicity (sencillez):

• Middleware

• User Access

• Governance

Analyze the business model with all actors
Plan how to improve:

• Address researchers needs: 
– ESFRI initiatives

– Remote Instrumentation

• Consolidate infrastructure through virtualization

• Compare to Cloud approach 


